Factsheet

The Crown Jewels in numbers...

- **1** - the number of times the Imperial Crown of India has been worn
- **2.23kg** - the weight of St Edward’s Crown
- **£5** - the cost for the Keeper of the Jewel House to redeem the Jewelled Sword of Offering after the coronation
- **9** - the number of emeralds and sapphires the Sovereign's Orb is set with, along with 365 diamonds and 18 rubies
- **Less than 10cm** - the measurement of Queen Victoria’s small diamond crown in any direction
- **31.5cm** - the height of The Imperial State Crown, it weighs just over 1kg excluding wire frame, cap and ermine band, and contains 2,868 diamonds, 17 sapphires, 11 emeralds, 269 pearls and 4 rubies
- **46cm** - the height of the Exeter Salt
- **144** - number of bottles of wine the Great Punch Bowl can hold
- **530.2 carats** - the size of the Cullinan I (Great Star of Africa) which is the largest top-quality cut diamond in the world
- **900 + years** - the age of the oldest item in the regalia - the coronation spoon, which dates from the 12th century and is the only surviving relic from the medieval regalia
- **1,000** - number of diamonds in Queen Victoria’s small crown (which weighs just 140g or 5oz)
- **2,800** - number of diamonds in the Crown of Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother
- **3,106 carats** - the weight of the Cullinan diamond when it was discovered. It produced 9 major tones, 96 small brilliants and 9 carats of unpolished fragments
- **£13,000** - the cost of eleven principal pieces of regalia commissioned by Charles II, as much as three newly fitted warships